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The Meaning of the Palimpsest
In early times a palimpsest was a parchment or other material from which one or 
more writings had been erased to give room for later records. But the erasures were 
not always complete, and so it became the fascinating task of scholars not only to 
translate the later records but also to reconstruct the original writings by deci­
phering the dim fragments of letters partly erased and partly covered by subse­
quent texts.
The history of Iow a may be likened to a palimpsest which holds the record of 
successive generations. To decipher these records of the past, reconstruct them, 
and tell the stories which they contain is the task of those who write history.
(
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Blacks and Whites I
Iowa Town
Illustrated 
Robert D. DeHoet
if
n November 1951 the townspeople of 
Manly, Iowa reacted with disbelief and 
anger when they received the news that a 
black student from Manly had been denied
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admission to a Universitv of Iowa sorority on
✓
the basis of her race. Grace Marken, the presi­
dent of Phi Gamma Nu and a Manly native 
herself, had recommended that the student, 
Gwen Moore, be accepted into the sorority. 
When her sorority sisters voted unanimously
»
in M an ly : 
O vercom es racism
Maddix
to deny membership to Moore, Marken re­
signed in protest, telling the press that she 
could not belong to a racist organization. “After 
all, she said, “I have to live with myself.
Marken s action sparked controversy in 
Manly and elsewhere. Several civic and
campus groups urged University President 
\ irgil Hancher to override the sorority’s de­
cision, but he refused. “The Universitv, he 
argued, “guards the constitutional right of indi­
viduals and groups to free association.” Hanch­
er s ruling ended the immediate dispute, but
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the people of Manly remained angered by the 
injustice done to one of their citizens.
A month prior to the sorority incident,Manly’s predominantly white high school had elected a black home­
coming king and queen. When asked about the 
event years later, one of the students elected 
said, “I cannot think of any instance when I 
heard a derogatory comment about my being 
homecoming king. He went on to describe 
Manly in general:
/ didn’t feel any racial tension in Manly, 
Iowa. It never crossed my mind that I was 
any less or any greater than anybody else. 
We were all just people.
But race relations in Manly had not always
Manly High School Homecoming King and Queen, 
Leroy Dunn and Delores Dunn, October 1951 
(courtesy William J. Maddix)
been so equitable and harmonious. In 1919 the 
Manly Signal printed this headline: COONS 
ARRESTED; MAKE GETAWAY. The news 
article concerned
five colored men who were busily engaged 
in gambling in a boxcar on \srnokey row. 
Four of the dusky sports were landed in 
the calaboose and locked in the cage.
In the 1920s Manly was marked by segregation 
at the workplace, in the schools, and in virtu­
ally every social sphere. It is apparent that a 
great many changes occurred in Manly be­
tween 1919 and 1951. How and when did these 
changes come about? How, in fact, did Manly 
acquire a relatively large black populationJ 
In 1913 the Rock Island Railroad built a 
roundhouse in Manly. Only 346 people lived in 
Manly in 1910, but active recruiting by the 
railroad brought laborers swarming into the 
town in droves. By 1920 the town’s population 
had increased to 1476.
Among those who migrated to Manly were 
ninety blacks. They came primarily from small 
towns in Oklahoma and Arkansas, attracted by 
the railroad’s promise of jobs and free housing. 
But the jobs were ones that whites termed 
‘ nigger’s work (such as removing soot and 
cinders from the inner chambers of steam en­
gines), and the housing was merely a series of 
boxcars, each furnished with a table, two 
chairs, and a few cots. The residents were re­
sourceful, however; they carpeted their floors, 
papered their walls, and sometimes hung art­
work in an attempt to create homes out of the 
boxcars.
F or many whites in Manly, the boxcar community north of their town was a devil’s playground: a cluster of in­formal casinos where black men guzzled 
whiskey and shot craps. To a certain degree 
this was true. On one occasion a black man shot 
another man for fleeing with the money during
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A gathering of blacks from Manly and Mason City at a Mason City social club (courtesy William J. Maddix)
a crap game. According to the Kensett News:
The row sta rted over a game of "craps” in 
the Negro bunk car near the roundhouse, 
and it is said it was a vicious fight while it 
lasted, as nearly all were armed with re­
volvers or “razzers.”
But whites went too far in their criticism when 
they characterized such incidents as typical. 
W hites exaggerated black crime, even as they 
ignored it in their own community, where 
gaming houses and brothels flourished.
Interracial tensions reached a peak in July 
1922. A nationwide railroad strike was in prog­
ress, but blacks refused to join it, since they 
had been barred from the all-white unions. 
W hites retaliated by forcing them from the 
roundhouse. According to a black roundhouse 
worker, white strikers ‘all ganged up in cars 
and drove down [by the roundhouse] and 
blowed their horns and blowed and blowed and
blowed until a fellow had to go.” The worker s 
wife added, Later the Ku Klux Klan burned a 
cross down there. 1 was so scared, I wanted to 
leave Manly. Other black women were afraid, 
too, and as a group they asked Rock Island 
officials to excuse their husbands from the 
roundhouse until the strike was over. Com­
pany officials granted their request.
When the strike ended, the Ku Klux Klan 
remained as a political force in Manly that was 
anti-Catholic as well as anti-black. Klansmen 
often appeared in public, a dozen or so at a 
time, wearing hoods and robes. Many whites 
were intrigued by the Klan and attended cross 
burnings, not necessarily because they sympa­
thized with the Klan, but because they were 
attracted by the inevitable fistfights that oc­
curred between white Catholics and the Klans­
men.
Initially, blacks in Manly avoided direct con­
frontations with the Klan. As time passed and
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as the Klan became increasingly unpopular in 
the white community, blacks united against 
the Klan members. Eventually the Klansmen 
limited their activities to burning crosses only 
at the fringe of the black community.
By 1930 the Klan had changed its strategy. 
As blacks gathered at the New Bethel Baptist 
Church for Christmas services that year, sev­
eral Klansmen entered the rear of the church. 
They marched to the altar and put a brown 
paper bag under the Christmas tree, then 
marched from the church in silence. The bag 
contained fifty dollars. Blacks who were pres­
ent at the time interpreted the gift of money 
as an attempt to induce the blacks not to ven­
ture beyond the confines of their own neigh­
borhood.
hite fear of alleged black crime had 
previously served as one of the 
Klan’s rationales for advocating 
strict segregation. The purchase of the Manly 
Signal in 1921 by Rush Culver ended the era of 
magnifying black crime. When major crimes 
occurred, Culver reported them, but he also 
reported social and religious activities within 
the black community. Culver condemned the 
town s Ku Klux Klan and, in so doing, became a 
friend of the black community.
Culver facilitated contact between blacks 
and whites through his newspaper. When 
blacks sought to raise money for their church 
by holding bake sales, Sunday dinners, or 
musicals, Culver vigorously encouraged 
whites to attend. Many whites did so, not only 
those from Manly, but people from nearby 
towns as well.
The Signal also gave extensive and favorable 
press treatment to the Manly Colored Giants, a 
black baseball team that was one of the most 
successful in northern Iowa. The newspaper 
covered all the Giants’ games, even when the 
team travelled to other towns in the area. Occa­
sionally the Signal described the chicanery of 
the Giants opponents: they would often hire
I
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Manly school children in the 1930s (courtesy Willie J \jQ(
players from out of town, in hopes of defeating 
the talented Giants.
The most intriguing games, from the stand­
point of the residents of Manly, pitted the 
Giants against the Manly Vets, the town s 
white team. These contests were heated but 
friendly affairs; the fans were more concerned 
about the quality of baseball than they were 
about which team won. Since baseball skill, not 
skin color, determined the final score, blacks 
were in a position to compete on an equal basis 
with whites. And they did that rather well, 
winning most of the games against the \ ets and 
eventually earning their respect. In 1926, 
when both the Giants and the Vets were losing 
players, the Vets invited the Giants to merge 
with them, and the Giants accepted.
The integrated baseball team raised hopes of 
integration elsewhere in Manly, but the De­
pression caused racial tensions to increase once 
again. The railroad work force decreased from
¥  -
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369 workers in 1930 to 305 the following year, 
clue to a decrease in the volume of rail cargo. 
Blacks lost their jobs more frequently than
whites. Since thev were excluded from the
✓
all -white railroad unions, blacks were em­
ployed only as maintenance workers and were 
the first to be fired. When the diesel engine 
replaced the steam engine in the early 1930s, 
maintenance crews were further reduced, be­
cause fewer men were needed to maintain the 
new engine. Blacks who lost their jobs grum­
bled about union policies that ultimately pre­
served jobs for whites at their expense. There 
was little they could do, however, except seek 
other jobs.
Finding alternative employment was diffi­
cult in a single-industry town; consequently, 
about thirty blacks left Manly to look for jobs
elsewhere. Blacks who staved in the area trav-
*
elled to nearby Mason City in search of jobs in 
the cement industry and in the packing houses.
But they were rebuffed in these attempts and 
were forced to accept employment as bellhops 
or as laborers in car washes, for these were the 
jobs traditionally relegated to blacks in Mason
Citv.
✓
Some enterprising blacks circumvented 
these limited options. During the 1920s many 
blacks had raised chickens and pigs and had 
cultivated gardens that yielded cash crops. 
When the railroad layoff's began and economic 
disaster seemed imminent, some blacks 
intensified and expanded their farming opera­
tions. One man rented sixty acres of farmland*
and added more pigs and cows to his stock. 
Another man purchased forty acres of land, 
which he and his son farmed.
By 1933 the racial tension that had character­
ized the previous three years tapered off With 
the return of jobs and steady incomes. Al­
though black and white baseball players had 
reinstituted segregated teams in 1932, they 
merged once again in 1933. Blacks and whites 
also began to socialize together more freely—at 
black-sponsored musicals and plays in Manly’s 
previously segregated opera house; at a variety 
of community and social-club gatherings, in­
cluding athletic events, fund-raising drives, 
and communal dinners; and even at black 
funerals.
The most significant social gains during the 
Depression years occurred in the school sys­
tem. In 1933 a black youth was elected captain 
of the football team. Five years later his brother 
was elected vice-president of the junior class. 
Other black youths excelled in a variety of ac­
tivities: as honor students in the classroom, as 
running backs on the football field, as leading 
actors on the stage, as select speakers in all­
school ceremonies, and (on the elementary 
school level) as captains of spelling-bee teams.
espite these apparent advances, race 
relations were not entirely con­
genial. The Klan had disbanded by 
1933, but certain precepts and attitudes re-
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A Manly fanner feeding his pigs in his backyard in the 1920s (courtesy William J. Maddix)
mained inviolate among its members and sym­
pathizers. Restrictive covenants, as well as 
racist behavior, prevented blacks from build­
ing or buying homes in the white community. 
When blacks built a new home in the white 
community for their minister, whites burglar­
ized the home, covering its floors and walls 
with excrement. Legal means were employed 
by Manly’s largest landholder, George L. Bos- 
worth, who decreed that blacks could never 
buy property which he had originally sold.
World War II served as a catalyst for co­
alescing the energies of blacks and whites on a 
previously unprecedented scale in Manly. 
Rush Culver contributed to the war effort bv 
reporting the whereabouts of both blacks and 
whites who were fighting overseas or working 
in defense-related jobs. Culver also printed 
letters from soldiers on the front page of the 
Signal. One black man in training at the Hamp­
ton Institute wrote:
Negro sailors are now a part of our cam­
pus. They are sent here to become sea­
men. . . .  I see Lafeyette Robinson [an­
other black from Manly] every day, as he 
is studying to become a machinist's mate, 
and I am studying to become a machinist's 
draftsman.
During the war Culver also initiated the 
North Manly News,” a section in the Signal 
which, like other small-town newspaper col­
umns, reported every event in the black com­
munity, regardless of importance. These re­
ports tended to blur the perceived differences 
between the races, and whites began to realize 
that the activities and values of blacks were
very similar to their own.
Alice Smith shattered long-standing social 
barriers when she recommended that her club, 
the United Servicewomen, admit black women 
who had sons lighting overseas. Several whites 
objected, but the vast majority agreed. Accord­
ing to Smith, “We had some who wasn’t happy, 
[but] they all settled down and worked to­
gether. Eventually interracial ties within the 
group became so close that one black was
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elected president and another became its his­
torian. Other blacks were selected as delegates 
to county and state conventions.y
Black and white women joined hands in such 
groups as the PTA and the Band Mothers’ 
Club, as well as in a variety of ecumenical 
church groups. Shortly after the war, a choir 
from St. Paul s Evangelical Church performed 
for the New Bethel Baptist Church’s thirty- 
second anniversary, and Manly’s mayor ad­
dressed the congregation. Four years later 
black and white women held their World Day 
of Prayer service at New Bethel in the blacky
community. That same year New Bethel 
fielded a softball team in the town’s Church 
League. The unity of the war years was further 
exemplified by the decision of the Manly Town 
Council to incorporate the black community 
into Manly proper. Thereafter, the black com­
munity was eligible for road maintenance, 
sewer usage, water lines, and other govern­
mental amenities.
As in the 1930s, the most significant changes 
during and after the war occurred in the school 
system. Academic achievements by blacks 
were increasingly recognized. Social groups 
became integrated to the extent that black stu­
dents did not feel compelled to associate only 
with other blacks.
wen Moore, who later became em­
broiled in the sororitv incident at they
University of Iowa, expressed a 
similar sentiment. Though she acknowledged 
that name-calling and fighting had occurred 
between blacks and whites in grade school, she 
observed that students eventually began 
choosing friends on the basis of merit and 
mutual interest, not race. In addition to earn­
ing several music and scholastic awards, Moore
was president and valedictorian of her high 
school graduating class.
Leroy Dunn, the homecoming king of his 
class in 1951, remembered Manly as an ex­
tremely progressive town. Whites encouraged 
blacks to participate in all activities, he said, 
recalling that he never encountered racism 
until he left Manly. A white classmate of 
Dunn’s said there was community pride in 
Dunn’s accomplishments. Concerning race 
relations in the school, he noted that “both 
races were aware of skin color, but that aware­
ness was not negative.” He conceded that the 
parents of both races “were not quite as close, 
because communication didn’t exist for them as 
it did in our age group. Yet friendship did exist; 
a good working relationship was there.
U nfortunately, Manly was an excep­tion to the pattern of American race relations in the twentieth century. 
The incident involving Gwen Moore and Phi 
Gamma Nu was one of dozens of local contro­
versies that developed across the nation in the 
1950s. These years marked the difficult begin­
nings of more equitable relations between 
black and white Americans. Manly provided a 
viable scenario for racial relations, one that 
might have eliminated the need for the violent 
confrontations of the emerging civil rights 
movement. □
Note on Sources
Research materials consulted for this article included 
Manly’s Memories, prepared by the Manly History Com­
mittee (Manly, la.: The Committee, 1977); files of the 
Des Moines Register, the Manly Signal, and the Kensett 
News; and interviews with John and Coma Page, Leroy 
Dunn, Cecil Douglas, Ed Pinta, and Alice Smith. Also 
valuable were correspondence with Doris Page and re­
cords in the Worth County Courthouse in Northwood.
i
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I owa’s heritage of agrarian Republican­ism underwent a surprisingly colorful, though brief, transformation during the 
late 1960s. The charismatic Harold Hughes 
and a host of other political figures led Iowa 
politics on an ideological merry-go-round that 
centered on the Vietnam War.
In June 1965 Representative John Schmid- 
hauser, a freshman Democrat, heralded the 
first sign of Iowa disenchantment with Presi­
dent Lyndon Johnson’s Vietnam policies. He 
joined twenty-seven other congressmen in 
signing a petition that called for public hearings 
on American involvement in Vietnam.
Opposition to the Vietnam War became a 
campaign issue in the 1966 congressional elec­
tions when E.B. Smith, the Democratic sena­
torial candidate, faced GOP incumbent Jack 
Miller. Smith, who had previously served in 
the U.S. State Department, was a history pro­
fessor at Iowa State University. Although he 
did not carry out a full-scale attack on admin­
istration policy, Smith made an appeal to anti­
war voters to oppose increased aerial bombing 
of North Vietnam. He argued that his position 
on \ ietnam was “not too far from that of Iowa 
independent peace candidate Robert Day. 
Iowa voters were also exposed to national anti­
war politics when Senator Robert Kennedy 
campaigned for the state Democratic ticket, 
criticizing Johnson’s escalation of the war. The 
huge crowds that greeted Kennedy throughout 
the state responded favorably to his speeches, 
though it is uncertain whether they shared his 
anti-war views.
Nevertheless, Vietnam did not emerge as 
the significant issue of the 1966 elections. 
Smith s campaign stressed Senator Miller’s 
votes against Medicare, feed grain programs, 
and minimum wage legislation. Smith s foreign 
policy statements were not forceful enough to 
draw substantial supporters away from Robert 
Day s campaign. Day, in fact, denounced 
Smith s attempts to capitalize on Day’s own 
anti-war stance. Smith was overwhelmed by
Miller in the general election, and in the same 
election year Representative Schmidhauser — 
who had been praised by his Iowa constituents 
for his opposition to the activities of the House 
Un-American Activities Committee during his 
first term in office — was also defeated.
By 1967, however, national anti-war senti­
ment rose as President Johnson’s war efforts 
met with increasing disapproval. Governor 
Hughes, who had previously been a supporter 
of administration policies, boldly declared his 
opposition to the war. The conjunction of 
Hughes’ anti-war posture with the political ex­
citement generated by the presidential candi­
dacies of Senators Eugene McCarthy and 
Robert Kennedy catapulted Vietnam out of the 
sphere of campus demonstrations. The war be­
came an issue hotly debated by Iowa poli­
ticians.
Governor Hughes, a well-known friend and ally of Kennedy, stunned the state on August 22, 1968, when he endorsed 
McCarthy for president. He cited Vietnam as 
the primary reason for his decision. “It is now 
clear,” he said, “that we do not have the re­
sources to provide guns and butter — or even 
guns and margarine — in terms of our domestic 
needs. V ietnam is not the only issue, but it is 
the key issue. Hughes’ endorsement of 
McCarthy was quickly echoed by a number of 
other prominent Democrats, including Lieu­
tenant Governor Robert Fulton and former 
Representative Schmidhauser.
Those who argue that Hughes made this 
move for reasons of political expediency ignore 
the results of the Des Moines Register polls 
taken during this period. One poll indicated 
that Richard Nixon would defeat McCarthy for 
the presidency by a 50 to 34 percent margin in 
Iowa. The same poll also revealed that Iowa 
voters, on the question of who “could best 
handle the war,” preferred Nixon to McCarthy
© Iowa State Historical Department/Division of the State His­
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by a margin of 49 percent to 26 percent. Other 
Iowa newspapers adopted a more intrusive ap­
proach in commenting on Hughes’ decision. 
The Waterloo Courier accused Hughes of mov­
ing “to the far left of American politics” for his 
endorsement of McCarthy. Such attacks did 
not intimidate Hughes, who chose to deliver 
the nominating speech for McCarthy at the 
tumultuous Democratic National Convention 
in Chicago.
T he Iowa electorate seemed fragmented by Hughes’ anti-war stance. An Iowa poll revealed that 29 percent of the elec­
torate believed that Hughes’ endorsement of 
McCarthy hurt his Senate candidacy, 20 per­
cent believed it helped, 31 percent said it made 
no difference, and 20 percent had no opinion.
Following a massive primary victory over 
token opposition, Governor Hughes was con­
fronted with the political struggle of his career 
in his 1968 Senate race. His opponent, David 
Stanley, a forty-year-old state senator from 
Muscatine, was reputedly a moderate Republi­
can. During the campaign, however, Stanley’s 
statements on Vietnam foreshadowed the poli­
cy statements of Richard Nixon during the 
“Vietnamization period. Declaring that “we 
must build peace through strength,” Stanley 
attacked Hughes’ call for an unconditional 
bombing halt. Stanley’s campaign utilized 
much of the traditional rhetoric employed by 
anti-Communist partisans of the 1950s. For 
example, one campaign ad featured Stanley 
gazing at the Berlin Wall. The caption quoted 
Stanley’s assertion that “this ugly Wall is Com­
Note on Sources
This article is based on information found in Iowa news­
papers of the 1960s. including the Des Moines Register, 
the Waterloo Courier, the Burlington Hawkeyet and the 
Cedar Rapids Gazette. Also useful were the election sta­
tistics printed in the biennial editions of the Iowa Official 
Register and the analysis of Democratic party politics 
presented in James C. Larew, A Party Reborn: The 
Democrats of Iowa. 1950-1974 (Iowa City: State Histori­
cal Society of Iowa, 1980).
munist tyranny’s attempt to block human 
freedom.
Stanley also tried to encourage voter back­
lash against anti-war activity. He attacked 
Governor Hughes policies of leniency towards 
college disturbances in Iowa City in 1967.
Forty highway patrolmen who were sitting in 
a bus watching that riot wanted to help, but 
couldn’t, because of an order from Des Moines
to stay put. When these remarks are viewed in 
the context of his attacks on the Great Societv 
social welfare policies, Stanley’s conservative 
“law and order stance becomes clearer.
Stanley’s rhetoric did not cause Governor 
Hughes to moderate his criticism of the war. 
Hughes’ campaign may be seen as a classic 
example of a politician who sought to educate 
rather than inflame voters. Hughes responded 
to Stanley’s strident rhetoric with a serene op­
timism:
We can find the strength to overcome 
these forces that threaten our way of life. 
But military might alone will not assure 
peace among nations. . . . We must also 
unite our people and hind the wounds of 
our society. As the most powerful nation 
on earth, America can afford to take the 
initiative for peace, and we have a moral 
obligation to take that initiative.
Hughes’ campaign speeches presented audi­
ences with graphic descriptions of nuclear, 
germ, and gas warfare in a determined attempt 
to dramatize the danger of militarism. In re­
sponse to Stanley’s criticism of his call for a 
bombing halt, Hughes simply asked, Do we 
want to end war by making more warP
I n November Hughes defeated Stanley by 6,000 votes. Nixon’s landslide in Iowa and Stanley’s heavily financed campaign 
blunted Hughes’ reputation as one of the most 
powerful vote-getters in Iowa history. I he final 
results indicated a rather dramatic urban-rural 
split in the state, with Des Moines and Cedar
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Rapids as major Hughes strongholds.
W hat impact did Vietnam have on the elec­
tionJ Hughes educational campaign suc­
ceeded to a certain extent: one month before 
the election a Register poll revealed that 
Hughes was thought to be best equipped to 
handle the war by a 43 to 32 percent margin 
over Stanley, with 25 percent undecided. On 
the other hand, the depth of strong anti-war 
sentiment reflected in the poll is questionable, 
since the same poll showed the voters’ strong 
faith in Nixon s ability to find a solution to
\ ietnam. Hughes’ great advantage was his 
enormous personal stature: when asked which 
candidate would make the best impression for 
the State of Iowa” in the national spotlight, 
Hughes was chosen over Stanley by a margin of 
36 to 30 percent, with 14 percent undecided. 
Clearly, the force of Hughes’ personality man­
aged to draw voters who were either ambiva­
lent about or even supportive of the war. Vot­
ing tor Hughes, however, did not prevent 
Iowans from voting against other anti-war can­
didates; John Schmidhauser was defeated in 
his 1968 comeback campaign in the First Dis­
trict, and the Republican state senator Tom 
Riley, who ran on an anti-war platform against 
Representative John Culver, was also defeated 
in the Second District race.
V estiges of the late 1960s anti-war senti­ment resurfaced in Iowa politics in the election campaigns of the early 1970s. 
George McGovern made a relatively impres­
sive showing in 1972, and liberal Democrats 
John Culver and Dick Clark won their respec­
tive races for the U. S. Senate in 1972 and 1974.
Eventually, the Nixon administration re­
sponded to the growing national consensus that 
the Vietnam conflict should be terminated. 
Unfortunately perhaps, gradual withdrawal of 
troops and the ambiguous implementation of 
Nixon’s “peace with honor plan foreclosed the 
continuing heated ideological debates that had 
stamped Iowa politics in the decade of the 
1960s. □
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he late spring of 1970 was a sense of frustration over their appar- 
turbulent time on the college ent lack of influence on American 
and university campuses of policy. The violence of the demon- 
Iowa. Nearly every campus featured strations of May 1970 was an acute 
demonstrations, sit-ins, sleep-ins, response to President Richard 
and protests concerned with Amer- Nixon’s decision to invade Cambodia 
ican involvement in the Vietnam on April 30. The violent demonstra- 
War. As the Vietnam War had inten- tions that erupted in Iowa and 
sified and become a prolonged and throughout the nation were the ex- 
bloody conflict, opposition to Amer- plosion of tensions that had been 
ican participation in the war had sim- growing for months and years, 
ilarly intensified. Anti-war activities touched off by the spark of the 
I'eflected the protesters growing Cambodian invasion.
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The demonstrations got off to a mild and 
undramatic, but perhaps prophetic, start on 
April 24. That day, seventy-five students pre­
sented petitions to University of Iowa presi­
dent Willard Boyd demanding the end of the 
Reserve Officer Training Corps (ROTC) as a 
university-sponsored program. President 
Boyd was not available, but his assistant, 
Robert Engel, accepted the petitions and 
promised that President Boyd would consider 
them.
ising tensions, however, quickly ex­
acerbated the situation. On April 28, a 
set of the Johnson County Selective Service 
files in the local Selective Service office was set 
afire. Iowa City police viewed the fire as poli­
tical in nature, but concluded that it was not 
related to a bomb explosion the previous night 
in downtown Iowa City. The following night, a 
typically innocuous dormitory water fight 
turned into an angry demonstration at the Iowa 
City Civic Center when rumors spread that 
some of the participants had been arrested.
Ihe demand for an end to the university’s 
ROIC program, which would become a central 
issue in the weeks to come, was the objective of
a peaceful demonstration on Mav 1. A crowd of
✓
seven hundred demonstrators marched from 
the university’s Pentacrest area to the new 
Recreation Building across the river in an effort 
to halt an ROTC awards ceremony scheduled 
for that day. Brushing aside six campus police­
men who tried to block the doorway, the pro­
testers carried on peaceful discussions about 
the war and ROTC. They lingered until it was
announced that the awards ceremony had been
✓
cancelled.
After these demonstrations, Iowa campuses 
remained quiet until May 4, when news spread 
that four students had been killed by National 
Guardsmen at Kent State University in Ohio.
© Iowa State Historical Department./Division of the State His­
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The immediate response to the incident was a 
call throughout Iowa for participation in a 
national boycott of classes on Wednesday, May 
6. The call for a boycott met a strong response. 
At the University of Northern Iowa, the faculty 
voted to turn their classes over to discussions of 
the war, while at Drake University 2,500 stu­
dents congregated on the commons and agreed 
to boycott classes. More active demonstrations 
occurred at Grinnell College, where student 
protesters occupied the Air Force ROTC 
building, and at Iowa State University in 
Ames, where 150 students held an all-night 
sit-in at the Armory.
t the University of Iowa, the news of 
Kent State became a call to arms. Daily 
Iowan editor Lowell Forte wrote a scathing 
editorial on Nixon following Kent State, charg­
ing that “he has sold the youth of America down 
the suicidal drain — into the Southeast Asia 
sewer that has frustrated this nation for the past 
several years. ’’ On May 5 a group of from four 
to six hundred protesters marched to the 
National Guard Armory south of campus. 
Some of the demonstrators attempted to break
down the doors of the Armorv with railroad/
ties, while others smashed the windows with 
rocks. Returning to campus, the demonstrators 
staged a sit-in in front of the Old Capitol on the 
Pentacrest. In spite of the presence of some 
fifty riot-equipped police officers, they then 
marched on the Civic Center. After a con­
frontation there, the demonstrators moved to a 
new location and then dispersed when the 
police were reinforced by officers from the 
Iowa highway patrol. As a result of the violent 
demonstrations on May 5, fifty-one people 
were arrested and charged with disorderly con­
duct.
he following day the campus was fairly 
quiet. Although about five hundred
(continued page 146)
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Disturbances
By LINDA A. SVOBODA 
Of the Press-Cltlzea
A court order barring student 
disturbances of all kinds was 
issued here Wednesday by Dis- 
y m  trict Court Judge Robert Os-
day night at the Uni vanity of 
Iowa's Pentacreat.
The U1 camp«  was q M  ttrtv 
morning with aoraa stndaots 
boycotting classes as the protest 
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Thocmxis of college students 
vere «till on strike today and 
nany campuses shut doun (or 
be dnraaou of tie  school year 
n the aftermath of a week of 
ra fedy and turmoil Many oth- 
t  ttltin m o i officially re 
»peoed, however
Stfll angry over fighting in 
Zambodta and the killing of four 
drat Stale student* 1a Otrto by 
Vaooeal Guardsmen, students 
it many campuses continued to 
a n te deep lc orders from col- 
ege officials reopening classes
'aid that there are a lot of stu­
dents on campus, but not many 
are going to class."
Many, like the student body of 
the Ltuvenity of Maine, were 
voting today and Tuesday 
whether to com m » boycotting 
classes or retir» to their itud-
of a retired naval officer died 
early today from born* suffered 
when he set himself afire Sun­
day on the University of Califor­
nia campus ln San Diego.
wtnae was carrying a dgn 
which read "For God’s Sake, 
End DM War "
Cbtamtots University was 
bat New York
Univen 
leaders 
strike t 
peared 
The •
The s ta ta t i’ strike informa­
tion center at Braudels Univer­
sity today hated f i t  schools on 
strike, a d  said it had con­
firmed that 157 schools will be 
struck indefinitely. A ham radio 
netwod^qfLtt! «tattoos was set
Nixon Summons Governors 
To Discuss Protest, W ar
WASHINGTON (AP) — Pits » comromtittEB wttfc the tbum  *No Princeton Unfreralty adopted
tent Ntion summoned the na- business aa usual/ M the proposal last week.
urn s governors to the While He said the weekend demon- ^  ‘university PraaMam
Terry Sanford also si— anwi 
plans to give students a week 
att to campaign 1a tlareiaber.
Nto® m  gnflaadiron the
univarwiy's law school.
thancettor Albert Bowfcer of 
New Yost City's Board of Hlgb-
MaiaUnlvert
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branch
on future action.
rissare at 27 antu of the 
Georgia Stale University sya-
Old Armory 
‘Temporary’ 
Destroyed
By JOHN M. JEFFRIES 
of the Pms-CKixr»
Put destroyed the university 
owned Old Armory Temporary
building earlv ihi^ morning. 
Firemen believe ti was anon 
The two-story frame budding 
fronting Iowa Avenue on the 
north and University Libirry on 
the south, housed the rhetoric 
program and writing Ubora* 
lory
Frre Chief Dean Bebee said 
his morning that the blare ap­
peared “to have been set/' 
Perwos having offices in the 
World War n era temporary 
building had been warned two 
>ean ago not to keep any val­
uable papers or other items in
swrlHag aeries the 00*07
AhUwaf tpSBBt** ÜSÖ SAH 
efforts, worid stepped up to 
spread atrfleat to more cam-
u oeoevea mat tosses or any 
KhoUrly wort were slight
1:08 i.m  , and when they st­
rived the middle portion of the 
t»rr»cks-type structure m  eo- 
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demonstrators collected for a sleep-in at the 
Pentacrest, their activities were peaceful, a sit­
uation due largely to the efforts of a group of 
faculty, student, and citizen volunteers wear­
ing white armbands. President Boyd made his 
own plea for peace on Thursday, May 7, when 
he cancelled a planned Governor’s Day cere­
mony, but with a tone of resignation. Boyd 
added that “It must be clear to all that this 
cancellation involves a surrender of principle 
in the interest of public safety.”
The demonstrations continued, however. 
Early Friday morning, several demonstrators 
of the hundreds who were in the area broke 
into the Old Capitol and set off a smoke bomb, 
raising fears that the building was on fire. Pres­
ident Boyd, who was in Des Moines at the 
time, ordered the area cleared. As a result, 
more than two hundred demonstrators were 
arrested and taken away in university buses. 
Meanwhile, twenty-three Iowa State students 
had been arrested in Ames for blocking the 
entrance to the local draft board office, and 
Grinnell College officials had announced that 
the remainder of the college semester would 
be cancelled in order to allow students and 
faculty to participate in anti-war activities.
The period of violent demonstrations 
sparked by the Cambodian invasion and the 
Kent State incident reached a peak on Iowa 
campuses during the weekend of May 9 and 10. 
In Iowa City on Friday night a frame building 
called the Old Armory Temporary went up in 
flames. By Saturday morning, Governor 
Robert Ray had stationed about three hundred 
National Guardsmen within five miles of the 
city, and National Guard helicopters were 
cruising above its streets. “It was an unbeliev­
able fact,” said one highway patrolman later, 
‘that we were carrying shotguns. It looked like 
the Cambodian front.” Reacting to the rising 
tone of violence in Iowa City, President Boyd 
declared: “The cause of peace will not be 
served by destroying this university.”
After meeting with university officials, Pres­
ident Boyd announced on Sunday that the uni­
versity would not be closed, but that students 
who feared for their safety could leave the cam- 
pus without being penalized. In his statement, 
Boyd said that he sympathized with the protes­
ters’ demands but that he viewed education as 
an equally important issue. “For those who 
would sav that the military intervention into
✓  j
Cambodia is an important symbol,” Boyd de­
clared, “I must respond that learning in a free 
society is an equally important symbol. If the 
University were to give in to force at this time, 
a great principle would be lost.
oyd’s decision led to what was de- 
scribed as a non-obstructional, non­
violent strike. Bv late Tuesday, nearlv 12,000
* j  f s
of the university’s students had left the cam- 
pus. Though the strike continued throughout 
the week, Governor Ray withdrew the Nation- 
al Guard units from the Iowa City area on 
Wednesday. By Sunday, May 17, the three 
weeks of violent protest drew to a close with an
Ecumenical Pentacost held bv Iowa City* *
churches.
In the days that followed, the Iowa City cam­
pus and college campuses around the state re­
turned to the calm that normally prevails at 
exam time. The energy of the anti-war move­
ment in Iowa was channelled into more tradi­
tional political directions, resulting in efforts 
such as the campaign to adopt Amendment 
609, which would have put constitutional limits 
on the President’s war making powers. □
Note on Sources
Sources used in this article included issues of the Iowa 
City Press-Citizen, the Daily Iowan, and the Des Moines 
Register for the period from April through June 1970 and 
a pamphlet, Riot, Rhetoric, and Responsibility, pub­
lished by the University of Iowa School of Journalism in 
1970.
BY KATHRYN HELENE
hen Jerry Lembke left his hometown of 
w w Hinton, Iowa in 1967 for a tour of mili­
tary service as assistant to the chaplain, he felt 
mixed emotions. He was leaving his family and 
familiar surroundings to serve his country in an 
undeclared war 12,000 miles away. But he 
looked forward to the adventure, and his first 
few weeks in Vietnam confirmed his interest in 
the lush, mountainous countryside. He wrote 
to his mother frequently, describing the beau­
ty of the landscape and joking about the perva­
siveness of the Army’s black-top roads. His first 
several letters contained little of politics, but 
he did make a point of warning his mother of 
\ iet Cong supporters in the States who faked 
telegrams announcing the deaths of American 
soldiers.
In an early letter Jerry poked fun at the 
bureaucracy of the Army:
7 he army gives you a job it takes ten min­
utes to do, but puts so many obstacles in 
your path that it takes a whole day.
He also devoted part of his letter to a descrip­
tion of the month-long Vietnamese celebration 
ofTet:
They dress in their finest clothes, and all 
the families seem to be on the road going 
to Grandma s house.
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Gradually, his Vietnam journey took twists and 
turns that Jerry found increasingly disturbing. 
His letters narrated a growing disillusionment 
with his superiors and with the Army in gener­
al, which gave rise to his budding sympathy for 
the anti-war protesters at home.
There is no justice in the military. The 
very principle that we are supposedly de­
fending, democracy, we are forbidden to 
practice.
Jerry served out his term and returned home to 
Iowa. He enrolled in college almost im­
mediately, seeking to put emotional distance 
between his life at home and his year in Viet­
nam.
lowans who enlisted during the Vietnam era 
fall roughly into two categories: those who en­
listed to follow the tradition of their fathers and 
grandfathers and those who enlisted to gain 
educational and economic benefits. Enlistees 
from the 1960s left their families to go off to 
war, basking in community approval and pride. 
Vietnam veterans from the 1970s received a 
different send-off. Although wars have always 
had their political detractors, Vietnam during 
the 1970s was synonymous with a sort of 
national schizophrenia. One Iowa veteran who 
enlisted near the end of the war recalls that:
the split seemed to be among age groups. 
Older people in my hometown of Char­
iton were conservative, and more 
obviously in favor of an old-fashioned 
patriotism. To my friends, I was an odd­
ball. They coiddnt understand why l 
woidd want to enlist. But 1 wanted the 
college benefits.
heir benefits and homecomings proved 
M to be mixed blessings for some veterans. 
One Iowa veteran discovered a curious divid­
ing line when he returned to his parents home 
in Creston:
The day l returned to Iowa from Nam my 
Dad asked me to put on my uniform and 
decorations and join him at his local VFW 
bar; that night we couldn't buy a single 
drink /because everyone in the bar was 
buying them for us]. A few weeks later, 
after l had enrolled in college [under the 
Gl bill} and grown a neatly trimmed 
beard, these same VFWs were commiser­
ating with my father about his “hippie 
son.”
Other Iowa veterans confirm a marked differ­
ence in the attitudes of their communities. 
“There were no parades to welcome us/ one 
said.
urthermore, the state of the economy for 
returning veterans, especially toward 
the end of the war in 1973, was dismal. News­
papers proclaimed Governor Robert Ray s su­
pervision of a six-state job search for veterans. 
Ihe reception lines at employment offices 
sometimes paralleled the lack of response from
their communities when thev returned from
✓
Vietnam. The increasing unpopularity of the 
war — reflected in journalists’ exclusives about 
drug abuse, wartime atrocities, and psycholo­
gical problems — often made it difficult for 
returning veterans to find jobs. Choosing 
school over jobs eased the transition from 
Southeast Asia to American society, and this
spite my sympathy for the anti-war pro­
testers, I felt that l could understand the 
attitudes of each group.
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(courtesy The Daily Iowan,) make wars and young men fight them. □
decision was greatly facilitated by the GI Bill. 
Nonetheless, Vietnam veterans were set apart 
from their fellow classmates by both age and 
experience. One veteran used this distance to 
advantage during the volatile spring of 1970 at 
the University of Iowa:
Note on Sources
Sources used in this article include the Jerry Lembke 
Papers at the State Historical Society ofTovva, an editorial 
in U.S. News and World Report, April 9, 1973, p. 100, 
and personal interviews with Iowa Vietnam veterans.
/ organized an informal group called The 
Monitors. ” We wore white arm hands and 
tried to keep people from being hurt. One 
night we found ourselves forming a hu­
man chain between angry students on the 
Pentacrest, paramilitary deputies on the 
sidewalk, and jocks throwing bottles from 
the roof of the Airliner [a local bar]. De-
! hrbsl • • -m
Buddy Holly (courtesy Buddy Holly Memorial Society)
rbuddy holly
iowa connection
k a t h r y n  h e le n e
g rowing up in the 1950s has been variously described as bland, calami­tous, homogeneous, and confusing. It 
was a time characterized by the Cold 
War, Joseph McCarthy, Brown v. Board of 
Education, likeable Ike, and the emergence of 
rock n roll.
Buddy Holly — singer, songwriter, and con­
summate musician — was a key figure in the 
transformation of country music and rhythm- 
and-blues into the phenomenon of rock n roll. 
His tragic death by plane crash in the midst of 
an Iowa blizzard was memorialized in Don 
McLean s “American Pie as “the day the 
music died.” Yet his meteoric career, which 
included such hits as “That 11 Be the Day and 
Peggy Sue,” spanned only seventeen months. 
Musicians as diverse as Paul McCartney and 
Waylon Jennings have acknowledged a 
tremendous debt to the music of Buddy Holly. 
But to his ardent fans — especially those in the 
Midwest and in Great Britain, where Buddy 
Holly and the Crickets toured — he is a living 
presence.
Although his contribution to rock n roll 
music and its progeny is undisputed, the ori­
gins ol Buddy’s own musical style are often 
debated. Born (diaries Hardin Hollev in Lub- 
bock, Texas in 1936, Buddy began taking piano 
lessons at age eleven. Both of his older brothers 
played the guitar, and before long Buddy re­
quested his own. Guitars took center stage at 
the frequent live music jamborees in western 
Texas. Although Lubbock also boasted a well- 
attended symphony orchestra, bluegrass music 
— which Buddy loved for its fast, driving
— was a popular, if less respectable, 
musical style.
bile still in junior high school, Bud­
dy met Bob Montgomery, who 
shared his affection for bluegrass. 
The two boys used Buddy’s parents living 
room as a studio and practiced their guitar 
music from school’s end until midnight. Their 
perseverance did not go unrewarded; they 
were applauded enthusiastically when they
*
© Iowa State Historical Department/Division of the State His­
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performed at school functions. In 1953, when 
Buddy was seventeen, the duo was ottered a 
spot on Lubbock’s pop-music station, KDAV.
Buddy and Bob performed primarily coun­
try duets for KDAV. They were influenced by 
the music of Hank Williams. Buddy idolized 
the country star and adapted Williams* famous 
yodeling technique into his own inimitable 
“hiccup.” Some music historians describe the 
music of the “Buddy and Bob Show” as being 
influenced by the “Tex-Mex’ sound. But, de­
spite the geographical proximity of Mexico, 
there is no evidence to indicate that either 
Buddy or Bob was actually exposed to this 
music.
John Goldrosen, author of a biography of 
Holly, discredits the persistent myth that Elvis 
Presley was Buddy’s most significant influ­
ence. It is true that Elvis was booked into 
Lubbock as early as 1955. Lubbock teenagers, 
however, gave him a lukewarm reception. The 
story that Buddy Holly was inspired to leap 
onto the stage while Elvis was performing is 
apocryphal, but Buddy did acknowledge a cer­
tain fascination for Elvis, who is recognized as 
the first major performer to assimilate rhythm- 
and-blues into countrv music. A recent inter- 
view with Bob Montgomery, however, 
confirmed that in his early days Buddy was 
primarily attracted to the “pure blues sung by 
urban black performers like Lightning Hop­
kins, Muddy Waters, and Howling Wolf. Bud­
dy listened avidly to the rhythm-and-blues 
radio station just outside Lubbock. His attrac­
tion to rhythm-and-blues coalesced with his 
immersion in bluegrass and country music. 
This resulted in the classic “rockabilly” style for
which Buddy Hollv is famous and from which
* *
rock n roll evolved.
The “Buddy and Bob Show expanded 
numerically and musically in 1955 to include 
drummer Jerry Allison, another young Lub­
bock musician who echoed Buddy’s growing 
appreciation for rock n roll music. Sonny Cur­
tis, a local guitarist, also joined the group. Hol­
Buddy Holly, with Joe B. Mauldin (one of the origin |Cr 
Society) I
ly s band performed locally for small fees, and 
also performed as far away as Dallas and New 
Mexico.
Jim Denny, an agent from Decca Records, 
saw Buddy perform and ottered him a five-year 
contract with a one year renewal provision. 
Onlv one of the Crickets, Sonny Curtis, accom- 
panied Buddy to Nashville. Unfortunately, the 
entire experience was dismal. Decca wanted a 
new Elvis, but they were doubtful about Bud­
dy filling the bill. Buddy himself was ill at ease 
with Decca s studio musicians, who seemed
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hostile to the new sound of rock n roll.
When the first year of the contract ended, 
Decca exercised its option to terminate the 
contract, so Buddy, Sonny Curtis, and Jerry 
Allison left Nashville and travelled to Clovis, 
New Mexico to make “demos’ at Norman Pet­
ty s studio. After their first two recording ses-
were joined by Joe B. Mauldin. The 
close-knit father/son relationship that Buddy 
formed with Norman Petty continued through­
out his brief career. Petty was an organist and 
pianist with a moderately successful back­
ground in composing Broadway and film 
music. His studio was unique musically as well 
as geographically. Instead of charging musi­
cians studio time by the hour, he charged by 
the finished product, which encouraged musi­
cians like Buddy Holly to refine and polish 
their songs.
W ithin a year of cutting “That’ll Bethe Day” at Clovis, the song be­
came a certifiable hit. (Actually,
this was the second version; the first had been 
recorded and released by Decca to mediocre
response.) Buddy Holly and the Crickets 
waited out the year, making several more re­
cords at Clovis and practicing together day and 
night. It was at this time that they concocted 
the name “The Chirping Crickets,” and de­
cided to release their singles under the names 
of both “Buddy Holly and “Buddy Holly and 
the Chirping Crickets” in order to increase 
their sales. By the end of 1957, with “That 11 Be 
the Day” soaring on the charts, Buddy Holly 
and the Crickets were on their way.
Single hit records, without the follow-up ex­
posure of tours or television, do not guarantee a 
successful career in the world of rock music 
even today, and in the 1950s tours were parti­
cularly essential. Television was in its infancy, 
video tapes of concerts would have seemed as 
far-fetched as a walk on the moon. Anyone 
familiar only with the touring practices of cur­
rent rock stars — who fly in their personal 
luxury jets to major cities for one-hour concerts 
at fees of upwards of $500,000 — would be 
surprised at the conditions characteristic of the 
late 1950s. Travel was almost exclusively by 
bus. Shows were often booked on consecutive 
dates, with several hundred miles of driving 
between stops. Instead of being booked as the 
“feature” group or solo artist for their own con­
certs, musicians of the ’50s were booked as part 
of larger group ventures, with show titles like 
“The Big Beat,” or “The Winter Dance Party,”
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or simply, as in the case of a concert sponsored 
by the General Artists Corporation, “The GAC 
Show. Fees paid to performers were small to 
moderate. Reputedly, Buddy Holly never re­
ceived more than a thousand dollars for a single 
performance; his customary fee when he per­
formed with the Crickets was $400, and the fee 
was split three or four ways.
Nonetheless, Holly and the Crickets toured 
extensively. The royalties they received from 
their records went to their manager, studio 
owner Norman Petty. Petty’s fatherly concern 
for the four young men just out of their teens
led him to dole out their money to them in
✓
small amounts, to avoid extravagance. One way 
to circumvent Petty’s money management was 
to book the tours.
ut the most important motivation for
b  touring was the public exposure and experience of performing live. As early as 1956, when he was under contract to 
Decca, Buddy made arrangements to join two 
different package tours travelling outside 
Nashville. His next tour came after he and the 
Crickets signed with Brunswick and Coral Rec­
ords in March 1957. That fall the group was 
signed by the General Artists Corporation for 
an eighty-day cross-country tour called “The 
Biggest Show of Stars for 1957.” The show 
included the Everly Brothers, but was cen­
tered around such black stars as Fats Domino, 
Chuck Berry, and Frankie Lymon. The Crick­
ets played two or three of their tunes each night 
in all but four of the fifty states, including Iowa, 
on this tour. The price of admission was gener­
ally from two to three dollars.
In December 1957 Buddy Holly and the 
Crickets made their first television appearance 
on the Ed Sullivan Show, performing their 
second major hit song, “Peggy Sue.” They 
were featured again just two months later, but 
a series of mishaps and misunderstandings dur­
ing the show made the group resistant to subse-
Jerry Lee LEWIS a n d  h is  b a n d
Buddy HOLLY • The C R I C K E T S  
Chuck BERRY l Frankie LYMON
The  DIAMONDS  
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Newspaper advertisement for a Holly concert in 
Iowa (courtesy George Horton)
quent television engagements. Early in 1958 
they accepted a five-day Australian tour, with a 
stopover in Hawaii, on which they were accom­
panied by Jerry Lee Lewis and Paul Anka. 
Their teenaged audiences were wildly recep­
tive, though the adult critics were less enthu­
siastic. One Hawaiian reviewer who was 
surprised at the energetic audience response 
commented, somewhat tongue-in-cheek, “We 
were listening very attentively, but that 
availed us of little reason to be com­
plimentary.”
Buddy and the Crickets accepted a four- 
week British package tour at the end of the 
Australian tour, and this time the group was 
well-received by the critics. They especially 
praised the Crickets in-person sound as being 
nearly parallel in quality to that of their rec­
ords.
But the Midwest tours brought Buddy Holly
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Iowa teenagers rock V roll in the 1950s (SHSI)
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Newspaper ad for Holli/s last concert (courtesy 
George Horton)
and the Crickets their most enraptured recep­
tion. The response of the audience led promot­
ers in the 1950s to describe the Midwest, 
according to John Goldrosen, as “prime terri­
tory for rock ‘iT roll stage shows. Even the small 
Midwestern towns of 25,000 to 100,000 had 
large ballrooms which were usually filled by 
crowds wholly out of proportion to the size of 
the local population. Among the midwestern 
stops, Iowa towns stood out for both atten­
dance and enthusiasm. As early as November 4, 
1957 Buddy Holly and the Crickets performed 
in Omaha and Council Bluffs. They returned 
on April 20, 1958 and began their most exten­
sive Midwest tour, playing twice in Waterloo at 
the Electric Park Ballroom and then perform­
ing at Decorah’s Matters Ballroom and Oel- 
wein s National Guard Armory during the 
summer.
“The Big Beat Tour,” an Alan Freed- 
sponsored show that featured Buddy Holly, 
the Crickets, Jerry Lee Lewis, and other stars 
in a two-and-a-half-hour performance, was 
vividly described the following day by a staff 
writer for the Waterloo Courier:
Jerry Lee Lewis didn't show up . . . but 
the 4,200 rock n roll fans attending 
didn't care, because the rest of the troupe 
made enough noise to make up for him 
. . . Dickey Doo and the Don ’ts did a good 
job on the stage, and Dickey himself 
didn t do badly behind the stage, either.
He clobbered some over-anxious specta­
tor on the jaw earlier in the evening. An 
incident of hair-pulling, lots of dancing in 
the aisles and other shenanigans were re­
ported, but no one was hurt.
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The article illustrates a classic split over rock n 
roll music that existed between adults and 
teenagers throughout the country. George 
Horton, a Buddy Holly fan from Conesville, 
Iowa and a teenager in the 1950s, describes the 
appeal of early rock n’ roll music, especially 
that of Buddy Holly:0 0
The 1950s was the first generation of teen­
agers who had their own music. Since 
many of our mothers had worked during 
the war, we grew up more independent. 
Rock V  roll music was rebellious; it said 
something to us as teenagers. Buddy Hol­
ly's songs were clean and crisp; they 
reached into the audience. As a perfor­
mer, Buddy could levitate kids out of their 
seats!
Iowa teenagers, whose severe Mohawk hair­
cuts, sweat socks, and tennis shoes created a 
’50s look for their age group, gravitated to the 
new music they could call their own. But it was 
the new buying power of teenagers that capti­
vated the record industry.
(4
44
on Bell was a prominent disk jockey for
d KRNT, a middle-of-the-road radio sta­tion in Des Moines, when he decided to take a vacation in California to in­
vestigate the new rock n roll music. Music 
promoters convinced him that national record 
sales showed a strong trend toward rock n roll. 
It was business, pure business,” Bell claimed, 
that convinced me to bring rock n* roll to 
Iowa.” KRNT apparently didn’t adapt well to 
the new music, so Bell moved over to KIOA in 
Des Moines, a Top-40 station where he be­
came “the voice of rock n’ roll.” Iowa listeners 
confirm the ascendancy of KIOA. Teenagers 
listened to KIOA’s continuous rock *n’ roll 
music in their cars for hours on end. “Cruising 
or doing the ones” (driving down one-way 
streets with radios blaring) became the arche­
typal teenage activity of the 1950s.
A series of articles that appeared in the
Waterloo Courier in Februarv 1959 described
*
the “Revolution in Music.” The initial article 
established, to no one’s great surprise, that 
teenagers “dominated popular music. Conven­
tional artists like Pat Boone and Cole Porter are 
hurt by the revolution. The third article0
sharply criticized teenagers’ taste in music:
“Kids will learn to like bad music if they hear it
0
long enough.” One disk jockey, who was inter­
viewed for the article, asked rhetorically, 
“When will the kids taste in music get better? 
When we make this a better world for them to
i • . »live in.
t he controversy over rock n roll was heightened by the new label of “teen­ager. This demarcation facilitated an 
unprecedented scrutiny of young people by 
the media. Following the highly publicized
murders by nineteen-vear-old Charles Stark-0 0
weather and his fourteen-year-old girlfriend, 
editorials from newspapers such as the Des 
Moines Register called for curfews on juve­
niles. “Teenager became synonymous with 
“juvenile delinquent. Movies of the 1950s — 
such as “fhe Cool and the Crazv, billed as 
“seven savage punks on a weekend of violence’ 
— capitalized on adult fears, even as they pro­
vided a certain sought-after identity for teen­
agers.
It was easy to make the tie-in to rock n roll 
music. Teenagers responded to their new 
music with thunderous enthusiasm. Joe B. 
Mauldin, one of the original Crickets who 
toured the Midwest with Buddy Holly, de­
scribed the response of their audience during a 
typical tour stop: “I was lucky to be miked. 
Without a mike, the sound of my bass would 
never have been heard over all the screaming 
and yelling.”
A less typical live performance of Alan 
Freed’s “Big Beat Rock n Roll Show,” given in
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Buddy Holly, with guitar, and Waterloo bandleader Eddie Randall backstage 
at the Electric Park Ballroom (courtesy Eddie Randall)
Boston on May 3, 1958, was subsequently ' stabbed, slugged, beaten or robbed by 
reported as a ‘rock n riot. During the perfor- berserk gangs of teenaged boys and girls. ” 
mance several minor incidents occurred, in- The ensuing storm of protest increased the 
volving eager fans who tried to climb onto the number and intensity of newspaper editorials 
stage. Afterwards, outside the Boston Arena, critical of teenagers, but this time the young 
several persons were reported to have been people spoke out in their own defense. In an
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Iowa teenagers from Columbus Junction High 
School were expelled for their Mohawk haircuts in 
1959. (courtesy George Horton)
editorial reply to the Waterloo Courier on May 
12, 1958, local teenagers queried:
We would like to know how a certain kind 
of music can make a person stab another 
human being. Its unfair to blame the 
music. Our favorites, like Rick Nelson, 
Paul Anka and countless others, are clean 
and offer a decent type of entertainment.
Although he did not make these teenagers’ list, 
Buddy Holly received a better rating than rock 
n rollers like Jerry Lee Lewis — whose chaot­
ic on-stage performance was only surpassed by 
the public’s hysterical response to his marriage 
to his fourteen-year-old cousin. By contrast, 
Buddy was gentlemanly. His glasses, which 
were incongruous at the time for any stage 
performer, created a subsequent fad for on­
stage spectacles and gave him a certain aura of 
clean-cut respectability. Norman Petty, his 
manager, persuaded Buddy and the Crickets 
(who favored jeans off-stage) to wear suits when 
they toured. Waterloo bandleader Eddie Ran­
dall, of Eddie and the Downbeats, opened the 
July 8, 1958 performance of Buddy Holly and
the Crickets at the Electric Park Ballroom. He 
remembers Buddy Holly as a “quiet indi­
vidual, very honest and sincere,’ and “never 
without a tie.’’
b uddy’s music was not immune to criti­cism. One of his songs, ' Rave On,” a sweet, self-mocking little love song, 
was labeled by an anti-rock n’ roll radio 
station as “music to steal hubcaps by.” Fortu­
nately, Iowa teenagers found other reasons to 
appreciate Buddy’s music. Eddie Randall con­
firms that Buddy’s Iowa appearances "always 
had a packed house. Jim Dalton, currently a 
disk jockey for WMT in Cedar Rapids, 
attended one of Buddy’s midwestern perfor­
mances and admits to being
mesmerized by his appearance. He was 
not a showman, per se. He was not flam­
boyant, but he sang from his heart. He 
had charisma. He had the audience jump­
ing up and down for his up-beat tunes and 
sitting in rapt silence for his moody love 
songs.
Dalton’s remarks are echoed by several people 
who attended the ill-fated last concert in Clear 
Lake, Iowa on February 2, 1959. Carroll 
Anderson, then manager of the Surf Ballroom 
in Clear Lake, remembered trying to make 
Holly and the other members of the multi-act 
“Winter Dance Party feel at home. He was 
particularly sympathetic to the musicians as 
travellers whose one-night stops were sepa­
rated by several hundred miles of driving. The 
disk jockey for the Surf Ballroom that night was 
Bob Hale, who recalled that Buddy’s last per­
formance was attended by the largest crowd 
ever at the Surf. Daniel Dougherty, one of the 
1500 rock n’ roll fans who paid the $1.25 admis­
sion to see the "Winter Dance Partv,” remem-
✓ 9
bered that there was not too much dancing 
while Buddy was playing.”
. V  .  *
i t  • •
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t he Clear Lake concert was wedged be­tween two performances on February 1 P in Appleton and Green Bay, Wisconsin 
and a performance scheduled for February 3 
in Moorhead, Minnesota, 430 miles to the west. 
Repeated mechanical breakdowns of the bus, 
including its heating system, and a suitcase full 
of costumes that needed to be cleaned before 
the concert in Moorhead, prompted Buddy 
Holly and two other musicians on the tour 
(Ritchie Yalens and J. P. Richardson) to charter 
a private plane. All four occupants of the plane 
were killed instantly when it crashed about ten 
minutes after taking off from the tiny airfield. 
Hie crash was attributed to severe cold, snow, 
and perhaps pilot error.
n
early every Iowa newspaper carried 
the story of the plane crash as its front­
page headline, but instead of sending 
one of their own reporters to write an indi­
vidual report, most papers chose to use the 
available UPI story. Although the use of wire 
stories is hardly unusual, such a decision may 
have reflected a lack of knowledge of or interest 
in the rock ‘n’ roll music of Buddy Holly. Only 
the (dear Lake Mirror-Reporter provided a 
personal angle and a certain affirmation of the
musicians and their audience at the Surf Ball­
room:
There was no fearful omen of tragedy 
[during this last performance]. The enter­
tainers were full of pep, reactingjoyously 
to the big crowd of young people.
Four years ago, Iowa fans initiated an annual 
memorial concert at Clear Lake’s Surf Ball­
room on the first weekend in February. Each 
> eai the number of people attending increases. 
Reminiscing (the Journal of the Buddy Holly 
Memorial Society) links Iowa fans with his 
main fans throughout the nation, and to the 
British Buddy Holly Society as well. The Bud­
dy Holly Story, the 1975 movie starring Gary 
Busey, appears to have crystalized the feelings 
of isolated fans of Buddy and his music into a 
movement that credits him with originating 
rock n roll. Iowans like Jim Dalton insist that 
most people who grew up on Buddy’s music 
have always expressed their appreciation 
strongly. “His music grabbed us,” Dalton 
maintains. “It still does. You can tell he had fun 
with his music, and we do, too. ”
m
ore than twenty years after his trag­
ic death at the age of twenty-two, 
Buddy Holly is the distillation of 
contradictions. He was a young man whose 
thick glasses and conservative suit belied the 
exuberance and irony of his unusual voice. His 
songwriting is staggeringly prolific in view of 
his age. His willingness to experiment and en­
large upon his own experiences is astonishing. 
(At his death, for example, plans were discov­
ered to produce an album of Ray Charles songs 
and to delve more deeply into the Spanish 
music his wife introduced him to.) Juxtaposed 
with such rock n roll originals as Chuck Berry 
and Jerry Lee Lewis, Buddy Holly carved out a 
unique niche in rock ‘n roll history. His music 
and the devotion of his fans assure his immor­
tality. □
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